Roosevelt International Middle School Citizenship Rubric
Reflective and Caring

Communicator and Inquirer

Principled and Balanced

E
Excellent
Demonstrates
Rough Rider
PRIDE at all
times.

*Always helpful and trustworthy
*Always caring, respectful, cooperative, and
helpful to fellow students and all teachers
including substitutes
*Always respectful of others’ belongings

*Always
*Always
*Always
*Always

G
Good
Demonstrates
Rough Rider
PRIDE most of
the time.

*Generally helpful and trustworthy
*Mostly caring, respectful, cooperative, and
helpful to fellow students and all teachers
including substitutes
*Generally respectful of others’ belongings

*Generally works well in groups
*Generally shares ideas appropriately
*Generally on task and focused in groups
* Generally participates in class discussions

*No more than 2 tardies in 6 weeks
*Generally Follows all directions and begins work when asked
*Doesn't make excuses for mistakes
*Generally prepared for class
*Generally in dress code
*Generally turns in assignments on time
*Generally records assignments in well-organized planner
*Generally a positive role model in class

*Sometimes helpful or trustworthy
*Occasionally caring, respectful, cooperative,
and helpful to fellow students and all teachers
including substitutes
*Sometimes disrespectful of others’ belongings
* Working on being honest about effort or
responsibility on work

*Occasional difficulty working in groups
* Sometimes needs prompting to share ideas
*Occasionally disruptive to other groups
* Sometimes participates in class discussions

*No more than 3 tardies in 6 weeks
*Sometimes fails to follow directions and/or begin work when
asked
*Occasionally makes excuses for mistakes
*Sometimes unprepared for class
*Sometimes in dress code
*Occasionally fails to turn in assignments on time
*Sometimes records assignments in planner
*Working on being a positive role model in class
*Sometime copies homework

N
Needs
Improvement
Demonstrates
Rough Rider
PRIDE
sometimes.

*Often unhelpful or not trustworthy
* Seldom caring, respectful, cooperative, or
helpful to fellow students and/or all teachers
including substitutes
*Often disrespectful of others’ belongings
*Generally less than honest about effort or
responsibility on work

*Behavior makes teaching and/or learning difficult
*Often has difficulty working in groups
* Often needs prompting to share ideas
*Often disruptive to other groups
* Rarely participates in class discussions

*More than 3 tardies in 6 weeks
*Often fails to follow directions and/or begin work when asked
*Often makes excuses for mistakes
*Often unprepared for class
*Rarely in dress code
*Often fails to turn in assignments on time
*Rarely records assignments in planner
*Not a positive role model in class
*Caught cheating or copying

U
Unsatisfactory
Demonstrates
Rough Rider
PRIDE rarely.

*Unhelpful or not trustworthy
* Is not caring, respectful, cooperative, or
helpful to fellow students and/or all teachers
including substitutes
*Disrespectful of others’ belongings

* Does not follows class rules
*Behaviors interfere with teaching and/or learning
*Unable to work in groups or exhibits behavior detrimental
to successful group work in the class
* Does not participate in class discussions

*Consistently tardy to class
*Does not follow directions and/or begin work when asked
*Blames others for mistakes
*Unprepared for class
*Rarely in dress code
*Does not turn in assignments on time
*Does not bring a planner to school
*Negative or disruptive influence in class
*Caught cheating or copying

S
Satisfactory
Demonstrates
Rough Rider
PRIDE often.

works well in groups
shares ideas appropriately
prepared and focused in groups
participates in class discussions

*On time to class every day
*Follows all directions and begins work when asked
*Doesn't make excuses for mistakes
*Always prepared for class
*Always in dress code
*Always turns in assignments on time
*Records all assignments in well-organized planner
*Always a positive role model in class

